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SLAC AND STANFORD HOSTED the 6th Interna-
tional World Wide Web conference in Santa Clara
in April, bringing together over 2,000 Web fans
from around the world. Planned and organized by
many hard-working SLAC staff, with over 200 vol-
unteers assisting, the conference featured work-
shops, panel discussions, exhibits and displays.

Keynote speakers included Douglas Engelbart,
inventor of the mouse; Ted Nelson, inventor of the
word "hypertext;" and Howard Rheingold, editor
of Wired and the social conscience of the Web.
Accessibility was the theme and Mayer Max, a
participant, was glowing in his praise. "Kudos for
the splendid work of the folks who put together the
disabilities track." Mike Paciello, workshop leader,
stated that "We had the highest participation in the designed to help parti- . cortjer. p ar tt.tLpL

history of the workshops at this conference." cipants communicate with finds a quiet spot in one of

The International Web Committee set aside each other. ICE was just the access rooms to log on.

time for an open forum, inviting feedback from one of many innovations
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man said the Web was getting boring, "with tax
forms and driver's licenses," a remark rebutted by
a Frenchman who said, "such boring things were
not yet available" in his country.

All agreed that the Web is nonetheless a dy-
namic international tool and, given SLAC's role as
the first U.S. Web site, we will continue to be in-
v7lvpd in the Web evolution. The 7th International
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Web Conference will be in Brisbane, Australia. match with two witty men named

Canada in 19IY. lTe Australian discussion between participants Beoo wnite ana tnristine Vuinn,
contingent even brought a "prawn" to and a group in Southampton, conference co-chairs, beam with

help publicize their event next year. England. the pleasure of a job well done.
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Mike Nussbaum Remembered

HE WAS KNOWN by
many and by many
different names he was
known.... Mike, Mikey,
Einstein, The Old Hippie,
Mirko and That Guy With
The Big White Cadillac
were just a handful. Mirko
(Mike) Nussbaum, a
colleague and friend, died
on April 8, 1997, near
Cincinnati, Ohio. He had

taught physics at Cincinnati University since 1969.
Mike was also a SLD collaborator who worked on
the CRID with Group B for many years.

Mike died doing what he enjoyed for 42 years-

Davis-Bacon
Committee Recommendations

IN RESPONSE TO FEBRUARY'S
informational picket of SLAC by
members of the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
Union, SLAC appointed a committee
Ito investigate alleged abuses of the

Davis-Bacon Act and make recommendations.
The committee found that recent Department

of Labor and court interpretations of the Davis-
Bacon Act were not well known which resulted in
a practice that reflected an earlier interpretation.
They also found some confusion with regard to
the need to get a DOE decision on whether any
piece of work was subject to the Davis-Bacon Act.

The Committee recommendations were
accepted without hesitation. SLAC has appointed
several Davis-Bacon Liaisons who have specific
responsibility to ensure that we get all needed
DOE Determinations and to see that we are
working in conformance with the DOE
Determination. Liaisons will also assist in
providing tutorials about the Act to others who
need to be aware of the it as part of their function.

A lab policy will determine appropriate
action if the Davis-Bacon Act is violated by SLAC
staff. On major projects, a SLAC Davis-Bacon
liaison and the contractor will visit the jobsite to
identify Davis-Bacon work. The BaBar DOE
Determination will be revisited.

SLAC has established a Davis-Bacon hotline,
ext. 2216, which can be used if anyone feels that
the Davis-Bacon Act is being violated. Other
information will be posted to the Web.

flying. His twin engine Cessna was his pride and
joy. Mike loved life and he lived it well; whether
skiing in Aspen, eating with friends, teaching a
class, explaining why tomatoes are bad for your
brain or flying cross country, he put his heart into it.
While Mike was a dreamer, he was more of a doer-
probably the true originator of the slogan 'just do it'.
Mike loved people and people loved Mike. It was
easy, Mike was real. He had a magnetism
surrounding him - call it aura - that drew people to
him. Within its field Mike's zest for life was
contagious.

More than most, Mike seemed to understand
that life was finite and he met each new day with his
passion for it. Many of us could take a lesson from
him- Life..ENJOY IT!! -BobReif

Davis-Bacon Liaisons

LISTED BELOW ARE THE Davis-Bacon Liaisons for
each group or project having significant involvement
with construction activity that may be subject to the
Davis-Bacon Act.

Each Liaison is charged with the following
specific tasks:
1. Making sure that we have a DOE determination

for all work that we believe is "noncovered";
2. For Davis-Bacon covered work, getting involved

in the decision of whether it should go to one of
our "labor services providers" or be put out to
bid as a fixed-price contract;

3. Monitoring on-going activities (those which are
subject to the Davis-Bacon Act) to ensure that we
are using Davis-Bacon labor for that work; and

4. Bringing issues to the Davis-Bacon Committee as
needed.

The Liaisons listed below are to be the point of
contact for questions. Other individuals in each
group will also receive a tutorial on the requirements
of the Davis-Bacon Act.

Bob Bell, BaBar
Brad Youngman, EFD
Rick Challman, Facilities
Liam Robinson, PED
Tom Sherry, Master Substation
Mario Ortega, Controls
Ponciano Rodgriquez, Power Conversion
Lowell Klaisner, PEP-II
Brian Choi, SSRL

Violations of the Davis-Bacon Act can have
serious consequences for the Lab. We urge staff to be
conscientious regarding this law.
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On a Different Wavelength

RESEARCH YARD, SLAC: April marked SLAC's first
millimeter-wave linac, tested on the bench by Ping Chou and
Bob Siemann of Accelerator Research Department B (ARDB),
with able assistance from Heino Henke, visiting from Berlin
Technical University and Al Menegat, Klystron Department.
The linac operates at 91 GHz (32 times 2856 MHz, which is
the SLAC frequency) and consists of seven identical cells. It
was fabricated by wire electro-discharge machining (EDM)
at Ron Witherspoon, Inc., in collaboration with the Klystron
Department. Bench tests were conducted in a small lab
space provided by EFD, on a home-built network analyzer
oneratina in the "W-Band" (75-110 GHz).

A future goal for ARDB is to design and build a one-
meter long, one GeV linac but there are some major technical
nrnhl-omc remainineo to hop nv7rrnmP The high accelerating
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gradient requires a high-power microwave source which is
still in the design stage, and that microwave power could
easily damage the copper structure. In the meantime, the
first major technical obstacle has been overcome and we now
know it is possible to fabricate a millimeter-wave linac. One
just needs state-of-the-art wire EDM to do it!

-D. Whittum

(I to r) Heino Henke, Dennis Palmer, Bob Siemann,

and Ping Chou discuss W-band measurements.
W-band accelerator test structure.

of T. Nakashima)of T. Nakashima)
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Work Safe, Work Smart

A worker's compensation claim involving days
away from work was filed on 3/25/97. That
was a new record of 67 calendar days between
claims. Another incident involving days away
away from work occurred on 4/14/97, which
was 20 calendar days between claims,
according to Sharon Haynes, the Worker's
Compensation Coordinator.
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SLAC Honors Twenty and Thirty-Year Employees at
Gala Affair

EACH YEAR A NUMBER of staff
members join a select group of twenty-
and thirty-year veterans during a
special awards ceremony. Twenty-
nine employees reached the 20-year
mil- 1 ,-nc-in, ,- n h I -I rf -- n m nll --\ T c

joined the elite 30-year club.
Burton Richter hosted the

Awards Ceremony on March 20t h at
YEAR the Stanford Faculty Club. The event

was organized by Karen McClenahan
and Al Ashley from SLAC Personnel;
many thanks to them for their
PnV 1 anf X ATc)rr
CA.t-JI I L L VVV U E..

Lee Lyon, Personnel Director,
gave a retrospective on the highlights
of 1966 (President Johnson, Governor
Reagan and Viet Nam) and 1976 (Ford
and Carter, Governor Brown, Patti
Hearst), putting them in context with
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1966, the first laser alignment was
done and the first electron beam

PICTURES reached the end of the linear
accelerator. In 1976, those present at
the Lab were rewarded with
experimental proof that the proton
was co mnroLsed nf additional narticlpQ

- now called quarks.
Dr. Richter remarked that while

physics gets awards, "it's all of you
who make great things happen at the
Lab." A unique quality at SLAC is
that many staff members reach these

· 1 .I , _ _ f '_ .... . ..
milesto~ne mi kingf rreative con-

tributions over time which help
cultivate and nourish an environment
that retains its vitality. (continued)

(30 Year Portrait photos courtesy of
John LeSchote, SU Visual Arts
ra.) \ 7vUr L J } L.< e _ 1 . LD To -U.IV VVU
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A highlight of the yearbook biographies was
an especially moving piece on Michael
Studzinski sharing his early experiences when
he arrived in the United States from a labor
camp in Germany. He was deported three
days before he would have graduated from

o Technical School in Poland. As a senior
designer for PEP in the Magnet Division, he
made his reputation for ultra high vacuum

-O procedures and design techniques. His
dedication, resourcefulness and

(I-r) Tony Abuan, Jessie Richansrud, Susanna Leung, Eng craftsmanship have served the lab well.
Leung, Nena Abuan, Araceli Campo, Wlfredo Campo Michael was accompanied this evening by his

daughter who was "very proud to share this
special evening with him."

SLAC Faculty Chairman and Nobel laureate Martin Perl
(past 30-year award recipient) was the keynote speaker.

Commemorative yearbooks were provided, with
sketches about each person. Burton Richter presented key

chains and Stanford service pins to the 20-year recipients.
Beam trees and Stanford pins went to the 30-year crowd.
"Come back for your beam trees in 2007!" Richter exclaimed
to the younger group. -Nina Stolar
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oiginio "Tony"Abuan

.-- /DCe\ DA_ B
(MFD), Patrick Banglos (PCD), Mark Barnett (SCS), James "Bj" Bjorken (Theory), Vergne brown (Controls), Wifireco campo (&u), nomulo
"Romy" Castro (MD), John Cerino (SSRL), Arturo Dalisay (MFD), Jonathan Dorfan (PEP-II), Wanda Elliott (EFD), Leo Giannini (PEP-II), Gary
Godfrey (Group K), Raghib "Hawk" Haqq (PCD), Eng Leung (Controls), Ken Moffeit (Group A), Greg Mushial (SCS), Caryl Overall (Accelerator
Dept.), Don Pelton (SCS), Roslind "Roz" Pennacchi (Accelerator Dept.), Charles "Chuck" Perkins (PEP-II), Furman "Polly" Pollins (BSD), Ramiro
Reyna, Jr. (MFD), Howard Rogers (SLD), Ben Scott (SSRL), Magellan Starks (BSD), Gus Stevenson (MFD), Michael Studzinski (MD).

Sixteen of the 20-
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Photographic Reproduction Project Undertaken

A QUIET REVOLUTION
has been underway at SLAC
for about a year, and the first
benefits are just now
beginning to be reaped.
Early last summer, the

SLAC Archives and History Office (Archives)
initiated a collaboration with the Technical
Publications Department (TechPubs) on the
subject of SLAC's photographic collections. Both
departments felt that a new and better way needed
to be found to manage, index, and preserve
photographic images of SLAC. TechPubs was
then contemplating initiating a digital imaging
project, and the Archives was seeking to resolve
concerns about identifying, storing and
preserving SLAC's earliest photographs.

After studying photographic holdings of the
Archives, Technical Publications, and Public
Affairs Offices, the Archives determined that the
photographic collections currently most "at risk"
were the two oldest collections in TechPubs: the
Richard Muffley and Walter Zawojski
photographs. Muffley's Tech Pubs photographs
were taken in the period 1962 - 1980; Zawojski's
were taken from 1967 to 1982. Some years ago,
the photographic negatives in both collections
had been placed in archival-quality envelopes,
upon which some indexing information had been
noted. However, the negatives were becoming
somewhat disordered by the heavy use they
receive in the normal course of business in
TechPubs, and some losses of the originals were
being experienced. Unwilling to let such losses
mount, and concerned over the continued
integrity of the image quality, the Archives
proposed a preservation microfilming project.

Preservation microfilming is a cost-effective
alternative for maintaining information and
protecting original artifacts. The vendor selected
by SLAC, the New England Document
Conservation Center (NEDCC), has a national
reputation for excellence, and meets the rigorous
standards of the American National Standards
Institute/American Institute of Image
Management (ANSI/AIIM) for the production of
archival quality microfilm. NEDCC utilizes a
process, called "continuous tone microfilming,"
which yields a polyester-based, high resolution
silver gelatin film with superior gray scale ability.
Silver-based microfilm has a lifespan, when stored

under proper conditions, of over 200 years. In
addition, images filmed in order on a strip of
microfilm do not become misfiled or lost, no matter
how heavy their use. While the former made the
project particularly appealing to the SLAC Archives,
the latter fact pleased both departments. TechPubs
was also encouraged by the prospect of significantly
reduced costs for digitizing images from the
microfilmed collections. Industry studies have
shown that microfilmed images are less expensive to
digitize than single sheet or even 35 millimeter strip
negatives, due to both the ease of handling the longer
strips of microfilm, and to the enhanced image quality
resulting from the continuous tone processing.

Once the decision to undertake this project had
been made, the collections were carefully packed
and shipped to the NEDCC laboratory in Andover,
Massachusettes. All negatives and their enclosing
envelopes were filmed, so that the reels of film could
be self-indexed using information noted on the
envelopes.

NEDCC soon discovered that the SLAC
photographs posed particularly challenging technical
issues for their microfilm camera operators:

Muffley and Zawojski filmed a wide variety of
subjects -- equipment, people, buildings and many
technical drawings, charts and plans-and they used
a wide range of film types and camera settings under
all possible indoor and outdoor lighting conditions.
NEDCC persevered, however, and by the time the
project was completed and the last box delivered to
SLAC, 19,577 images had been microfilmed on 1,809
feet of film.

Two sets of reference copies of the microfilms
were produced by the project, one for the Archives,
and one for use by TechPubs in their digitizing efforts.
The Archives also obtained a master set of films (to
be used for duplication if/when any of the reference
films wear out) and an archival set, to be preserved
as a permanent visual record of SLAC's infancy and
youth.

Since receiving the films in January, the Archives
has been using them to expand and improve an
existing SPIRES database of information about SLAC
photographs, and to provide reference service to
staff and to outside researchers. We have already
realized improved retrieval rates of requested
photographs as a result of use of both the microfilm,
and of the improved and expanded photo index
database. -Jean Deken

The Interaction Point© 1997, is published by Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. Editor-in-chief, P.A. Moore; Production Editor, Vickee Flynn.
Deadline for articles is the first of every month. Items are published on a space-available basis and are subject to edit. Submissions may be sent
electronically to tip@slac.stanford.edu or by SLAC ID mail to TIP, MS 20. Phone 926-4208.
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Meet Wanda Elliott

"MEET WANDA" IS
just what many
people have done
over the last 20 years,
either when she
snapped their picture
for a dosimeter badge
during the 12 year
period she photo-
graphed employees
and visitors alike; or
an thL L frn' i n LI n -rt fL \f
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the SLAC commuter crowd; or by dropping by EFD to say hello to
Wanda while tending to business in the A&E building.

When Wanda first came to SLAC, typing technical papers
involved a lot of "pinning and pasting" which now seems like
ancient history (in office years, that is). Wanda can show you copies
of old papers constructed this way. The age of the word processor
has brought Wanda into her own and she takes great pride in
working on technical papers, translating handwriting into finished
form. Wanda has been a part of the changing scene, learning the
skills needed to take advantage of the technological advances. We
now take for granted the ease of editing documents on the computer,
which was unheard of 20 years ago.

Wanda is well-respected and sought out by many at SLAC. So,

when she eloped in February, her
friends decided to "surprise" her
with a bridal shower. With the
cooperation of her new husband,
Don Smith, Wanda WAS
surprised. On April 11th, she had
planned to play cards with her
usual lunch crowd. Instead,
approximately 35 of her friends
and colleagues were waiting as
Don escorted her to the A&E
courtyard, where she was feted
with flowers and lunch.

Wanda has strong ties with
her family and her church, the
Emmanuel Baptist Church in
which she is very active. She is
currently responsible for
overseeing about 75 youngsters in
the Children's Choir. The Choir
performs at other locales and
Wanda is very proud of her
"babies."

Congratulations to Wanda,
both on her 20 years at SLAC and
on her new marriage!

FEDERAL BUDGET CYCLE
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Congressional Resolution

H ouse Appropriation Bill

' Congressional Hearigs

I ~I~Ililil~~~~ l t~ \ ]| Senate Appropriation Bill

President Submits Budget to Congress

f-/< ~\ ~House & Senate Conference
........ ~~~~~9&f/ %

OMB Recommendation to Preside

OMB Revie

DOE Review, Validation, & Consolidation

Budget to DO

DOE Budget Ca
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Bill Passes Congress
President Signs

OMB Apportionment

Approved Funding Progr

DOE Initial Distrib

September is Monthly Fundir
a long month Contract M(
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Fiscal Year 1996 Fiscal Year 1997 Fiscal Year 1998

TWO YEARS TO PLAN...If you've ever won ered how the money we spend actually gets to SLAC, follow the flow in the chart above. The budget
planning cycle begins two years before the beginning of any fiscal year, with the submittal of the annualbudget request. SLAC submitted the budget
request to DOE for FY 98 in FY 96. This means that major projects need to be identified at least two years prior to their expected start.
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Wadley, a race car photographer. The couple, who honeymooned in Kauai
where William photographed drag race cars, will reside in San Jose.

SLUO Annual Meeting Set for May 14
THE SLAC USERS ORGANIZATION (SLUO) will hold its annual
meeting on Wednesday, May 14. The agenda will be posted
around the site and can also be viewed on the SLUO Web pages
at url:http://www.slac.stanford.edu/grp/rd/sluo/sluo.html.

In existence since 1975, SLUO represents the interests of
approximately 1100 scientists from around the world who
conduct research at SLAC. Membership is open to any scientist
or engineer involved in experiments or projects using SLAC
facilities.

Grandpa SPIRES
Library databases were called names in the past, but
nobody ever called us granddaddy before. Now we
have lived to see even this happen! The Web Watch
section in the April issue of Physics Today (p.58)
. . ... I 'r '1r . -T T -1 'l - _ T ~ T N T 1 . I ·1 I a - / I _ - -_ - 1 _ _ _ r

declares that the b51K'lR -HE;l' database is "the granaaaaay or
[all the] preprint databases." Dear Physics Today, we love you
too! In spite of being a granddaddy now, we do not feel like a
geriatric case yet. In fact, just recently, we made a giant leap
from our old VM home, and landed safely to the Unix territory.
Since March, the production of all the Library high-energy
physics databases happens on a dedicated Sun workstation. The
HEP database now registers almost 10,000 search requests per
day from all over the world. What a grandpa!

-Hrvoje 'Harv' Galic

The following people joined SLAC through mid-April:
Angel Angelov, EFD; Dorothy Antwine, BSD; Fred Atkinson,
Fac/Transportation; Karim Benabed, PEP-II; Abdel Boucham,
PEP-II; Bobbie Byers, BaBar; John Carlson, PEP-II; Tasha
Fairfield, Theory; Karen Kalinski, SCS; Anatoly Krasnykh,
Klystron; Willa Li, SSRL; Tao Liang, SSRL; Frank Munoz,
SSRL; Maria Grazia Pia, BaBar; Florina Sy, BaBar; Nicolaos
Toumbas, SLD; Nicolas Treps, PEP-II; Pedro Vidal, Experi-
mental Group E; Jufang Wang, Experimental Group A; Amanda
Weinstein, Experimental Group C; Lawrence Wong, SCS.
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